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Abstract 
2. The vision of ubiquitous computing (UC) 

More than a decade after its invention, Mark Weiser’s 
vision of ubiquitous computing finally seems to spark 
many research activities world wide. This article reviews 
the ideas behind ubiquitous computing and puts them into 
the context of the technical possibilities of today and to- 
morrow. The lack of appropriate software engineering 
approaches is identifed as a major obstacle on the route. 
Following the discussion of open sofnvare engineering 
issues in general, multimedia related issues are empha- 
sized. The five-step UbiMedia chain is proposed as a ref- 
erence model for the reconciliation of ubiquitous comput- 
ing and multimedia. 

1. Introduction 

The term Ubiquitous Computing (UC) was coined at 
Xerox PARC around 1988 by Mark Weiser [14] and his 
colleagues. Many believe that the advancement of tech- 
nology has meanwhile prepared the ground for the UC 
vision to come true. On one hand, however, this UC vision 
is so comprehensive and far-reaching that i t  must be con- 
sidered a collective effort and determination to move for- 
ward rather than a precise goal to attain (maybe compara- 
ble to the late fifth-generation program in Japan). On the 
other hand, the comprehensive, holistic nature of this vi- 
sion makes it  an issue of large-scale cooperative distrib- 
uted software (and thus, of software engineering) in addi- 
tion to an issue of base technology. This issue (or rather, 
large number of related issues) of software engineering 
will most likely take a long time to be even partly re- 
solved. The present paper looks at multimedia-related 
issues of software engineering for UC in particular. 
In the remainder, we will first try to make the fuzzy notion 
of UC as clear as possible, relating i t  to synonymous and 
dependent terms. As a contribution to this clarification of 
terms and concepts, we will introduce a three-layer model 
of UC. The fourth chapter will distill multimedia related 
concerns and point out open issues in multimedia software 
engineering as well as some early approaches to these. 
This chapter will be centered around a ‘media chain’ of 
UC multimedia. 

In order to get an idea about what different people 
mean by the term UC, we will list a number of characteris- 
tics of the envisioned UC world, and thereby hit synony- 
mous or accompanying terms used in the literature. Fig. 1 
arranges these terms in three layers to be explained at the 
end of this chapter. 

pervasive computing 
things that think 
post-PC era 
calm technology 
the invisible computer 
embodied virtuality 
anytime-anywhere /nomadic computing 

UC engineering (service discovery, aware- 
ness management, AAAS, . . .) 
scalable computing (MOM, Web caching, 
disconnected-op., components, AOP, . . .) 
large-scale computing (organic computing 
cellular computing, active networks 
distributed AI, agents, ...) 
smart devices (labels I badges I...) 
smart goods & spaces 
smart cars, web-on-wheels, . . . 
smart paper I cloths I dust I.. . 
location I time I temp./ ... awareness 
ambient walls I offices I homes I.. . 
augmented reality 
wearable computers 
pic0 I ad-hoc networks 
Internet appliances 

Fig. 1: Three layers of UC-related terms 

* The mainframe era of computing made many people 
share one computer (N: 1 relation), the PC era brought 
the ‘personal’ computer for each user (1: I ) .  UC is the 
post-P C era [ 121 where billions of people will use 
trillions of devices ( 1  :N). 
These trillions of devices will mostly be dedicated 
and embedded in every-day objects (things that think 

* 

[31). 
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The dream of intelligent computers shrinks to the 
modest notion of smart devices: they ‘know’ about 
part of their physical context (e.g., location, tempera- 
ture); this awareness enables adaptation. 
Of course, embedded computers have been around for 
a long time. Communication-enabled, they become 
Internet appliances, boosting the exponential growth 
of the Internet towards those trillions of nodes. In 
fact, the simplest Internet node has nothing but an 
identity and communication capabilities (smart label 
for goods, simplest form of smart badge for persons); 
memory and processing capability are optional. 
Extrapolating the present ‘non ease of use’ of PCs to 
trillions of devices would yield a hostile world. 
Therefore, the UC vision emphasizes advancements in  
interaction technology. Dedicated smart devices are 
envisioned to be interwoven with the environment, so 
easy to use that they are not recognized as computers 
(thus the notion of the invisible computer [IO]). The 
term pervasive computing also alludes to penetration 
(of everyday domains) plus interweaving. At the same 
time, the ‘awareness’ of smart devices should be ex- 
ploited to make the environment as such adapt to the 
user, even without his or her explicit order (calm 
technology), yielding ambient environments such as 
ambient walls, houses, etc. [2]. 
Mark Weiser tried to position UC against the then- 
prominent virtual reality (VR) efforts. VR applica- 
tions put the world into a computer (in fact, a 3D 
model - and more - of an excerpt of the world), they 
put the computer in the center and the human at the 
periphery (the human even becomes a computer pe- 
ripheral, attached to it  via data gloves, helmet etc.). 
Weiser made the quest for embodied virtuality as the 
contrary: he proposed to put the computer into the 
world (embedded), the human in the center (adapt 
technology to human needs, not vice versa) and the 
computer at the periphery (making it  almost invisible, 
see above). While Weiser deliberately stirred up a 
controversy, i t  became soon clear that augmented re- 
ality is a kind of reconciliation between VR and UC. 
The UC vision is by no means that of the ultimate 
wired Internet, but that of the ultimate wireless and 
mobile Internet [6]. Before Internet appliances will 
boost us to trillions of nodes, i t  is the Internet-enabled 
cell phone (WAP, DoCoMo i-node, etc.) that is about 
to lead to billions of nodes. The next step is ready to 
come, although future will have to tell in which form: 
it  may make us carry, e.g., smart paper with digital 
ink, augmented-reality eye glasses, cloths with smart 
labels, smart shoes, or a form of wearable computing 
[13] for which either humans adapt to technology 
(cyborg look considered cool?) or technology be- 
comes humane. One generation further, our cloths 
may be smart and communication-enabled devices 

may be implanted in our bodies. As mentioned earlier: 
whatever the advancement of base technology, it  is an 
issue of large-scale software integration whether no- 
madic computing comes true i.e. whether we can ac- 
cess and use UC technology on the move, making 
ourselves at home (as to how we use computing- 
related technology) anytime-anywhere. While mobile 
Internet protocols still depend a lot on the notion of a 
‘home base’ for mobile devices and users, true no- 
madic computing is based on ad-hoc networks instead 
of mobile peripheral nodes attached to a fixed core. 
This is also relevant as devices get more decoupled 
from humans in the context of logistics (smart goods, 
smart spaces) and traffic (smart cars, web-on-wheels 
etc.). Briefly spoken, UC is intertwined with mobility, 
UC is the ultimate mobile computing. 
The intertwining with mobile computing also calls for 
advancements in mobile communications, some of 
which are advancements of current wireless technolo- 
gies (UMTS, new networks in the sky, WLAN ad- 
vancements). Since most of the ‘1 person : N com- 
puters’ communication will happen on a very short 
range, pico-networks have gained increased interest 
with and Irda-successors, BluetoothTM, etc. Note that 
ease-of-use in this context means auto-configuration 
i.e. the use of ad-hoc networking approaches. 

* 

3. UC and software engineering 

Up to now, we have met some 20 terms synonymous or 
related to UC, all lively discussed in press and public me- 
dia. According to fig. 1, all these terms have either de- 
scribed (characteristics of) the new gadgets which UC 
promises to proliferate - cf. layer 1 -, or (characteristics 
of) the new UC ‘world’ which is envisioned - cf. layer 3. 

It is not by chance that most terms in the second layer 
of fig. 1 (the ‘integration’ layer which is basically a soft- 
ware engineering layer, dominated by the issue of 
scalability, see below) are much less popular. This layer 
advances slowly, leaves many question open yet, and (in 
cases of success) yields results which are difficult to con- 
vey to the public. Nevertheless, UC will not come true 
before considerable advancements are made in this layer. 
Since this layer is meant to make the envisioned trillions 
of ‘gadgets’ of layer 1 cooperate and work towards com- 
mon goals, yet separate concerns (mainly, of different 
users and their organizations), i t  is a layer concerned with 
scalability. Thereby, we understand scalability as a broad 
term which includes the need to have objects (soft- or 
hardware) work in different, dynamically changing, and 
heterogeneous environments, as part of a system which, at 
the highest level, has the scope of (at least) the globe. In 
the remainder, we will reflect this emphasis on scalability 
by structuring the chapter into three parts: 
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* Software engineering approaches to UC which attack 
selected problems arising from the UC vision de- 
scribed and which are not primarily scalability- 
related.. Here, we will concentrate on three important 
examples 

* SE approaches to scalable computing which are 
rather in line with traditional SE. 

* More radical new approaches which try to overcome 
the inherent scalability constraints of classical SE; we 
will use the term ‘large-scale computing’ here. 

3.1 Selected UC-related problems 

Service Discover).: Ad hoc networking requires nodes 
to get acquainted and to cooperate without a-priori knowl- 
edge about one another. As to mutual ‘introduction’, ser- 
vice discovery (the only well-established notion from 
layer 2 of fig. I )  is the term denoting the present state of 
the art [ l  11: i t  describes approaches like Jini, uPnP, Salu- 
tation, or Bluetooth-SDP, all destined to allow devices to 
announce their presence in an ad-hoc network and to learn 
about other devices. Usually, a kind of directory is main- 
tained by (at least) one of the devices present (called, e.g., 
lookup service), and mobile devices register as either cli- 
ents or servers. A critical analysis shows that service dis- 
covery approaches are just a natural augmentation of 
‘traders’ known from conventional middleware (which 
are, in turn, augmentations of name servers). In fact, mu- 
tual introduction without any a-priori knowledge is utopia, 
even more so than among humans: at least a common lan- 
guage, better a common ontology must be predefined; to 
this end, wide-spread ontologies of smart devices may 
help in the future; in the worst case, competing ‘standards’ 
(such as the above cited ones) will lead to the lack of a 
common language and will render truly nomadic comput- 
ing impossible. 

Awareness Management: as discussed, smart devices 
tend to be fairly dedicated and will thus usually realize 
awareness for one or few out of many possible contexts. 
Since many applications and devices may want to access 
the same context (i.e. exhibit the same awareness), since 
several smart device may be needed to generate a more 
complex kind of awareness (such as group awareness), 
and since many kinds of context exist, context or aware- 
ness management in a large open system is a software 
engineering issue to be addressed. To this end, little is 
found in the literature about generic approaches - there is 
still a lot of research dedicated to understanding, making 
available, and exploiting specific kinds of context. In the 
future, software engineering may contribute substantially 
to making awareness a commodity. 

AAAS: Privacy and security issues are recognized as 
primary concerns as the Internet goes business. The UC 
vision, however, leads to a drastically aggravated degree 
of concern here: i) For nomadic users, i t  is the standard 

case to be working in a foreign, non-trusted network. 
Thereby, both the hosting environment and the nomadic 
guest have similar concerns: both want to be protected 
against one another without restricting the degree of coop- 
eration, both want dependable accounting of the resource 
usage (note that in a UC world, i t  can no longer be a ‘sign 
of friendship’ to have a foreigner attach to one’s network). 
Concerns differ in many details, of course (e.g., guests 
will want to make sure to be accounted for nothing more 
than the true ‘successful’ use of the host’s resources, and 
to do so at possibly minimal cost; hosts will want to assure 
comprehensive accounting; etc.). ii) The UC vision aggra- 
vates this problem as it  drastically raises some privacy 
concerns such as blending the access and mobility patterns 
(and thus, information which is dreadful in need, e.g., for 
location awareness in applications). 

The term AAAS as used in this context stands for ac- 
counting, authorization, authentication, and secrecy, and 
shall denote, beyond these terms, the comprehensive ac- 
counting and privacy/security concerns in a UC world. 
The rapid evolution, cost (in the broadest sense), and di- 
verging application needs in this respect call for a soft- 
ware engineering solution to application level AAAS. 

As we move on to scalability as the most important 
software engineering issue, one should keep in mind that 
the three areas discussed above are exemplary rather than 
comprehensive. 

3.2 Scalable computing 

Of course, there have always been researchers in the 
past who put a focus on scalability and remained within 
the boundaries of conventional software engineering. For 
instance, the successful growth of the Internet from 4 to 
some 400 million nodes is based on the rigorous strive of 
protocol designers for scalability. Nevertheless, the IP 
routing protocols had to be improved a lot since the early 
times - mostly because of lacks of scalability. Today, the 
(again, not well established) term scalable computing - 
with its focus on scalable middleware - may be used to 
describe work destined to augment traditional approaches 
towards scalability. For instance, 
* the exponential growth of the Web made researchers 

emphasize on Web caching; 
* Scalability issues were the main reason for which 

middleware has evolved from RPC (or remote method 
invocation) and client-server computing to ‘scalable 
middleware’, described with terms such as MOM 
(message oriented middleware), event (or ‘push’) 
based mechanisms, and the publishhubscribe notion. 
Scalability as an issue of heterogeneity is currently 
most visible as the Internet goes wireless: discon- 
nected operation denotes approaches to support de- 
vices with unreliable and changing connectivity; 
transcoding [4,7] is a common term used for an (in- 

* 
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sufficient) attempt to automatically reformat Web 
pages for different terminal devices (mapping HTML 
onto markup languages such as WAP for ‘cell phone 
size’ displays, for voice-based YO, etc.). 
Component- based programming has gained a lot of 
attention with technologies like JavaBeans or variants 
and descendents of OLEKOM, trying to improve re- 
usability and high-level composability, and to push 
the stage of dynamic composition as late as possible 
in the life cycle. Terms like aspect-oriented program- 
ming (AOP), on the other hand, denote efforts to 
separate concerns which are usually interwoven in 
traditional programs, such as core functionality and 
operational issues (security, reliability, etc.). 

* 

3.3. Large scale computing 

Looking back at the scope of service discovery, mutual 
introduction of ad-hoc networking devices is one thing, 
cooperation is a different story. Years of research about 
cooperating mobile agents and distributed AI [ 151 have 
shown that exchange formats like KIF are only a small 
step towards making agents pursue a common goal. 

Smart devices concentrate on a dedicated task and are 
thus rather dumb compared to the ‘intelligence’ expected 
to live in the overall network. Yet, where could this ‘intel- 
ligence’ reside, actually? Protagonists of distributed AI 
may argue that it may (more or less) evolve from the mere 
coupling of smart devices, just like cells self-organize to 
form a complex intelligent human - counter arguments 
being that i) (at least) the DNA contains a lot of informa- 
tion about the entire ‘system’ in organic life, ii) evolution 
plays a major role in organic life and has characteristics 
considered inappropriate for computing (time factor, CO- 
existence of extremely inferior and superior species, etc.). 

In search of new approaches to large-scale computing, 
the ever increasing importance of decentralized ap- 
proaches is not seriously questioned. The above counter- 
arguments show, however, that necessary research must 
concentrate on questions of aggregation, separation, and 
hierarchies, on how local and global ‘knowledge’ (such as 
local I global goals) should move bottom-up and top-down 
in a hierarchy, on what or who is ‘the top’, and on the 
extent to which human-set goals (see counter-argument ii) 
should dominate the evolution of the distributed system. 

In this context, authors like Kevin Kelly [5] support the 
view that control structures and software engineering ap- 
proaches known from distributed (also: concurrent, se- 
quential) computing do not scale to the UC world de- 
scribed. They believe in the need to ‘learn’ from organiza- 
tional, structural, and ‘coopetitive’ (cooperation blended 
with competition) approaches as studied in biology, eco- 
nomics, and sociology. If we interpret the (not well estab- 
lished) term organic computing in this way, than this is a 
field of primary importance for UC - but a field that will 

revolutionize software engineering! Organic computing 
may be described as an attempt to reach from ‘the humani- 
ties’ towards computing (just like genetic and neural com- 
puting do) in search of large-scale software engineering 
approaches. There are also attempts to break the limits of 
the fields which dominated large-scale software in the 
past, such as concurrent programming (which is put in 
perspective with cellular programming) and the ‘network 
world’ of communication protocols (put in perspective 
with active networks). 

4. Relation to MSE 

Up until now, we have not discussed anything about 
multimedia. This has two reasons: i) this article is destined 
for readers with a strong MSE background and (at best) 
marginal UC background; ii) i t  was necessary to go step 
by step from explaining the UC vision to deriving general 
software engineering concerns to deriving MSE concerns. 
Again, we will have to concentrate on few essential points 
for brevity. 

4.1. The ubiquitous media (UbiMedia) vision 

This section is centered around the five-step approach 
to Ubiquitous Media as depicted in fig. 2. 

With the predicted ubiquitous availability of computing 
resources, either interwoven with our environment or car- 
ried by mobile goods and humans, it is natural to expect 
ubiquity of media, too, for reasons listed below. 

Five trends towards ubiquitous media: 
Ubiquitous computers must be much more easy and 
natural to deal with: mouse and keyboard must more 
and more be replaced by voice, gesture, and other 
modalities. 
Ubiquitous computers must generally require much 
less interaction; based on awareness and cooperation, 
they must act much more autonomously. Thereby, 
awareness must be based on ‘classical sensory’ (tem- 
perature, acceleration, . . .), on ‘UC sensory’ (coopera- 
tive location computation, biometrics, . . .), and on 
media based ‘computer perception’ (vision, handwrit- 
ing recognition etc.). 
The Internet is about to become the fourth mass me- 
dium (in addition to press, radio, and TV) [8], making 
personalized multimedia delivery a ubiquitous appli- 
cation. 
Consumer electronics for digital video and digital 
audio advance rapidly, bringing ubiquitous ‘commod- 
ity media’ into reach: the average UC user will use 
computer-based personal multiple media just  as natu- 
rally as s h e  uses email and personal notes today. 
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5 .  Ubiquitous availability of media capturing devices 
will be used for background (ambient) recording of 
the ‘lifestream’: intuitively speaking, such recording 
memorizes both what the UC user seeshears on the 
move and what s h e  could have seedheard if s h e  had 
been at other places (the recording could of course be 
augmented beyond human sense, cf. infrared / 3D vi- 
sion etc.). 

A quest for substantial changes: The fifth item cited 
makes most obvious what the entire list above suggests: 
substantially new approaches in most major components 
of networking and computing are required in order to cope 
with the enormous amount and diversity of information. A 
sketch of where these changes could lead is given in the 
remainder, called UbiMedia vision (cf. fig. 2). This vision 
is based on three assumptions: 
1 .  The above list of five trends will at least gradually 

and partially come true: we have to face UbiMedia 
2. Any claim that there will be enough storage and 

communication capacity to permit coping with Ubi- 
Media the way we cope with digital media today is a 
myth: the UbiMedia famine will outpace the ad- 
vancements in storage and communication capacity. 
Not only do we have to change the way in which we 
represent and handle the digital media themselves; we 
also have to change the rules and organization of their 
storage and communication throughout the system, 
and of their organization and representation on the 
user side: we need substantial changes both with re- 
spect to the media themselves and with respect to 
computer and network organization. 

3. 

4.2. Zero-Bandwidth representations (ZBR) 

At the dawning of multimedia in computer science, 
there was nothing but the digitized (sampled, quantized, 
and coded) representation of analog signals. Meanwhile, 
there have been enormous efforts towards making digital 
media ‘understood’ by the computers. Image recognition, 
video scene analysis, and other automatic indexing tech- 
niques represent one of the most active and wide-spread 
research fields in computer science. Ontologies and stan- 
dards for the description of media contents, in particular 
the MPEG-7 standardization work [9], and work on dy- 
namic geometric models for humans (cf. model based vid- 
eoconferencing) represent important steps towards seman- 
tic description of media. 

In this context, we can understand the origin of the 
term ‘zero-bandwidth’: once the basic model for a scene is 
known to the receiving end, only operations on this model 
have to be transmitted in order to provide enough 
information for the replay of time-based media on the 
receiving side. This is considered the ultimate degree of 
compression, hence the joking term ‘zero-bandwidth’ 
(which is joking since the necessary bandwidth for 

joking since the necessary bandwidth for transmission is 
of course still larger than zero). Note that the term ‘model 
for a scene’ above is to be understood in the widest sense 
i.e. not restricted to video; 3D geometric model data (e.g., 
of a videophone participant) are just one example, audio- 
related and alternative video-related models may be imag- 
ined. 

In the remainder, we will use the term ‘zero-bandwidth 
representation’ (ZBR) in the most general sense as a 
purely semantic description of (in particular, time- 
continuous) media. We will discuss a UbiMedia world in 
which all media captured are associated with a (possibly 
multi-resolution) ZBR. 

Note that the ZBR approach has some negative and 
some positive connotations: 
+ ZBR have by definition the smallest size of all repre- 

sentations, minimizing the required storage and trans- 
mission capacities. 
ZBR are fully machine readable and thus offer the 
maximum support for software-based manipulation 
(browsing, query, analysis, etc.). 
ZBR are the ideal basis for translation into alternative 
modalities (voice2text, video2animation, etc.) 
ZBR are difficult to achieve (cf. the myriad of re- 
search programs for all aspects of media recognition). 
If it were easy, it would be wide spread already. 
ZBR are abstractions i.e. considerably reduce fidelity; 
for many purposes, they are not (and will probably 
never be) sufficient (cf. cinema). 
ZBR impose very high Quality-of-Service require- 
ments, especially for real-time transmission (no error 
tolerance, very low jitter despite considerably varying 
data rate); this is the ‘price’ for the low overall data 
rate, due to the elimination of redundancy. 

+ 

+ 

- 

- 

- 

4.3. UbiMedia as a 5-step media chain 

Based on the core concept of ZBR, the UbiMedia vi- 
sion can be explained by looking at the five steps from 
media creation to media use as depicted in fig. 2. 

STEP I: media creation. This end is the origin of 
UbiMedia. We have to distinguish computer-generated 
media (probably subject to comparatively easy ZBR crea- 
tion), legacy media (cf. the gigantic video archives of 
broadcast companies and news agencies), and live media. 
The latter can be associated with the five trends towards 
UbiMedia cited earlier, i.e. they range from commodity 
media (background) recordings to professional mass me- 
dia contents. 

STEP 2: semantics generation: the second step yields, 
in essence, the ZBR. Advancements in all areas of media 
indexing can be expected to improve the feasibility of the 
middle arrow depicted in fig. 2, step 2: the extraction of 
semantic information from signal-based representations of 
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the media. Another processing path becomes possible 
along with the proliferation of UC devices. We call this 
principle tagging. Thereby, media capturing devices co- 
operate with smart devices. The cooperative goal is to 
associate the media captured with as much semantic in- 
formation as available ‘outside’ the physical signals cap- 
tured. Such tagging may range, e.g., from timestamps 
(coming from a time server) to location information (corn- 
ing from a location-aware smart device in proximity) to 
related events (coming from the calendar software of the 
user(s) associated with the captured media) to the identi- 
ties of the humans captured on audio / video (coming from 
their active badges), etc. Obviously, a substantial part of 
the ZBR may be generated by tagging. Given sophisti- 
cated tagging, one can imagine queries like “give me all 
videos where Jack and Tom met in the lobby to hand over 
documents” to become feasible without applying any con- 
ventional video indexing techniques. As to the third box in 
fig. 2, tagging for computer-generated media is a matter of 
proper programming in the generating software and 
should be rather straightforward. 

STEP 3: broadspectrum representation. The ZBR is of 
course at the heart of this step. As mentioned, however, 
the ZBR will not be sufficient for many purposes. On the 
other hand, ZBR provides an excellent basis for auto- 
mated translation into other modalities and for the genera- 
tion of representations with variable fidelity (based on, 
e.g., the degree of DCT quantization, the sampling rate, 
etc.). In other words, ZBR is only one out of infinitely 
many possible representations. (In fact, ZBR may itself 
provide for a variable degree of detail and fidelity). At 
least the ZBR plus the full rate capturing in the original 
modality must be retained in order to preserve the full 
spectrum of possible representations. Note, however, that 
this approach is not feasible for UbiMedia since it  does 
not help to master the problems on the storage side (the 
highest-fidelity representation will always consume the 
largest amount of storage). We will resume this issue be- 
low. The multi-fidelity multi-modality representations 
depicted in fig. 2 are closely related to the ideas brought 

forth in IBM’s transcoding projects and products; in fact, 
this approach of variable representations is based to 
IBM’s info pyramid concept. The reader may consult 
[4,7] for more insight into how different degrees of fidel- 
ity and different modalities can be mapped onto terminal 
devices with varying capabilities (e.g., WAP-enabled cell 
phones vs. multimedia PCs). 

STEP 4: propagation in time and space. As mentioned 
several times above, novel approaches to the handling of 
media must be developed in order to cope with the mas- 
sive amount of multimedia data to be expected from the 
UbiMedia vision. We use the term UbiMedia-Net here to 
denote novel approaches to storage and dissemination. We 
propose to base these approaches on the principles of in- 
formation handling inherent in human behavior: humans 
make very heavy use of principles like those of locality 
and aging. This means that,.for instance, - -  

humans memorize information as they perceive it, 
distinguishing ‘common’ from ‘unusual’ events, 
events in proximity or in ’regions of interest’ from 
‘remote events’, etc. 
memory fades gradually i.e. becomes less and less 
accurate, in particular if not refreshed 
as humans interests focus or dissolve, so does the 
density distribution of information gathering 
fading is not a simple time-linear process but follows 
more sophisticated rules (short vs. long term memory, 
much improved retention after just one reminder, etc.) 
humans disseminate information in proximity with 
higher fidelity than remotely (cf. “family talk” vs. 
“smalltalk with acquaintances”). 
In addition to locality and aging, some characteristics 
of human information handling exhibit similarity to 
other natural laws such as the laws of gravity (‘gravi- 
tation forces’ attach information to both the human 
and the location of origin; these forces ‘compete’ as 
the human changes location). 

Obviously, such principles can be translated into the 
UbiMedia-Net approach as rules for the capturing and 
erasure, dissemination and migration of media. 
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media 
creation 

semantics 
generation 

broadspectrum 
representation 

propagation in 
time & space 

Live profession./ I I legacy 1 1 computer 
commodity media generated I 

/ multi-fidelity \ 
multimodality 

\ I Zero-Bandwidth-Repres. v c  representation 

media 
use 

Desk-/Palmtop -> WebTop -z UbiTop 

Fig. 2: The five-step media chain 

In our envisioned UbiMedia-Net network, as time goes 
by, ‘memory fades’ i.e. hi-fidelity and storage-intensive 
non-original modalities are gradually erased (if not suffi- 
ciently refreshed i.e. used by humans or applications). In 
the end, only the ZBR is retained (possibly even reduced 
in degree of details). As users move and as remote appli- 
cations connect to (real-time i.e. conferencing, or stored) 
media, the ZBR is replicated, accessed, or transmitted 
first. Only when users or applications focus on (parts of) 
media, more detailed and higher fidelity representations 
are accessed. 

STEP 5: Media Use. The final step in the media chain 
is where media are actually demanded by humans and / or 
applications. We use the term UbiTop here to refer to the 
UC compliant successor to DeskTops and WebTops (a 
term used to denote desktops reaching out to the Internet). 
UbiTops are envisioned model both the nomadic user and 
the footsteps which s h e  leaves at places visited (remem- 
ber that true UC is independent of a physical location 
serving as ‘home base’). UbiTops also cope for varying 
and cooperating terminal devices used. Finally, the Ubi- 
Top model is envisioned to model organization of and 
access to a user’s (multimedia) information in compliance 
with the above-mentioned UbiMedia-Net vision. As fig. 2 

depicts, this means, in particular, that the modality and 
fidelity of media as transported to the (distributed) Ubi- 
Top depends on and changes with 
* the characteristics of the POP (point-of-presence), i.e. 

the current cooperating terminal devices (headset? si- 
lent room with co-presence? video capabilities (which 
resolution)? bandwidth cost/availability? etc.) 

* the current physical location and virtual locations 
(points of interest) of the user 

* the highly dynamic degree of focus on subject matters 
(zoodpan)  

* the rules for erasure (of different modalities and dif- 
ferent fidelity levels) of stored media (fadelrefresh). 

Note that UbiMedia-Net and UbiTop mutually influ- 
ence each other, e.g., in that information access from the 
UbiTop triggers a refresh operation which limits fading. 

5. Summary and Conclusion 

Following an introduction to the terms and visions of 
ubiquitous computing (UC), we have identified three ma- 
jor challenges for software engineering, coined as UC 
engineering (service discovery, awareness management, 
and AAAS), scalable computing, and more advanced ap- 
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proaches denoted as ‘large-scale computing’. In this broad 
context of software engineering challenges, we took a 
closer look at  ‘UbiMedia’, our term for the envisioned 
multimedia challenges in  the uc era. We identified the 
need for not only for ‘marginal’ adaptions of software 
engineering methods or models, but for substantial 
changes with respect to the overall understanding of how 
computers and networks should work in a UbiMedia 
based world. The major suggestions towards such a 
change were explained based on a five-step ‘media chain’. 
Major ideas introduced as part of this chain were ex- 
plained, called commodity media, tagging, ZBR, UbiMe- 
dia-Net, and UbiTop. Since the UbiMedia challenges and 
the general software engineering challenges for Ubiqui- 
tous Computing are fairly substantial, the article is to be 
considered a long-term call for ubiquitous multimedia 
research. 
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